


B = Rear Lenght

A = Chest Girth

D = Abdominal Girth

C = Neck GirthC = Neck

Measurement 

Dog Protection Vest
(casual measured)

A Chest Girt ________ cm on the potential diameter

B Rear Lenght ________ cm

top of the rear base of neck to 
the middle of hind leg

C Neck Girth ________ cm on the potential diameter

D Abdominal Girth ________ cm

casual on the abdominal 
diameter

Reference Points

 Sizes     A B  C  D Breed

 A
       Terrier

  53 - 56 32 28 - 31 47 - 50 Jack Russel

 B
 

  53 - 56 35 39 - 42 43 - 47 Dachshund

 C
  

  74 - 78 50 40 - 43 62 - 66 BGS

 D
        Magyar Vizlar

  77 - 80 50 42 - 45 65 - 68 Pointer

 E
       

  
79 - 82 54 43 - 46 67 - 70 German Shephard

 F
       Doberman

  81 - 85 56 44 - 47 69 - 72     Giant Schnauzer
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CERTIFICATION

The Boar Protec® vest is certified several times with the highest 

possible levels:

KWF Puncture Test / Blue Seal of Certification
 Blue seal of certification KWF (board of trustees for forestry 
  and forestry technology) 

 Standardized puncture test is passed at BGN test bench

 KWF mark „Function & Comfort“ Number: 8242

 Breathable and protects for heat accumulation

DIN EN 388:2003
 Abrasion resistance: 4 (highest possible level)

 Cut resistance:  5 (highest possible level)

  Tear resistance:  4 (highest possible level)

ISO 13997:1999
 Blade cut resistance: 5 (highest possible level)

ASTM F-1790
 Blade cut resistance: 4 (highest possible level)

Test Labor ITS-Testing Service Intertek
 Test number: LECFI 00321966, 0321159, 0321160




MATERIAL

The structure of the Boar Protec® protection vest consists out of a combination of 
four different high-quality materials – only the best for your (hunting) dog:

Bright water-repellent 600D nylon Cordura® material – this protects your  
 dog for climatic conditions

 Silver reflected strips, these make your dog more visible during the hound.

 Vest lining – the inner lining is made of a soft and a skin friendly fleece   

 material for offering your dog a pleasant wearing comfort

 Special cut protection high-performance PPSS X-Fiber material, this fabric  

 has a five times higher cut protection value than traditional aramid fiber.  

 Our special fabric is made as a sandwich treatment in a perfect combina- 

 tion of the fabric quality “warp and weft” and so it gets its high protection  

 characteristic

Moreover, the vest persuades by its very good breathability and avoids heat  

accumulation.



Boar Protec® protects your dog from wild boar attacks during a hunting drive or 
different attacks as a police dog! The vest is available in the sizes A - D as well as in 
two different colors (black and yellow/orange).
Thanks to the special used fi ber material in this vest your dog is perfectly safe for 
thrusts and cuts from sharp and peaky boar teethes or different types of knives. The 
vest is light weighed (approx. 650 g) and made of high-quality material for the per-
fect dog’s secure. A further advantage for our vest is that the dog does not have a 
restriction of movement and he is able to do his job as a tracking, hunting or police dog. 

The high breathability does not lead to heat accumulation! The Velcro® fastener 
comes with an additional safety to ensure the perfect fi t while wearing the vest. 
The vest has a fl exible material on the under-stomach area of the dog for better 
fi tting. For the stomach area we have also used the protection material to offer an 
all-round protection and also to shelter the bigger dogs for attacks in the stomach. 
Furthermore, it is possible to apply a GPS sender pouch or First Aid pouch on the 
vest. And at the neck area are loops for a GPS collar for the dog. 
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Technical descriptions are without guaranty.

The used photos have an informative 

character only. Alteration on construction, 

execution and colors are reserved as well 

as deliveries. Imitations or partial copying 

will be legally prosecuted. The concept of 

the catalogue is protected by copyrights. 

Partial publication without written consent 

of Mehler Law Enforcement GmbH will be 

prosecuted. 
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   lightweight      individual      certified     

DOG PROTECTION VEST
Boar Protec® - The best possible protection for your dog
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